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Synopsis
We show the absolute continuity of Ih(x)ll/(k+o) and the related inequalities where a function
h(x) belongs to Ck,O(I) with a positive integer k and Q E (0,1]. Colombini, Jannelli and Spagnolo
proved this property for non-negative functions. We see that their method works well for the genaral
case.
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Introduction
Let I == [a, b] be a bounded closed interval. We denote by Ck,O(I) the space of k times continuously
differentialble functions whose k-th derivative is Holder continuous of order Q: where k is a positive
1
integer and 0 < Q ~ 1. In this note we show that for any function h(x) E Ck,O(I), Ih{x)1 k+a with
k + Q: ~ 1 is absolutely continuous by showing that there exists a constant C such that for any c > 0
11 !£{(h(x)2 +c)2{k~<»}11 ~ Cllh(x)lI k t::,dx L1(1) C (1)
where the constant C is independent of c and h(x).
In the case where h(x) is non-negative, the assertion above is already shown in the article by
Colombini, Jannelli and Spagnolo l ) and using their method of reasoning, we show the inequality (1).
Proof of the inequality (1)
By the density argument, we have only to show (1) for a infinitely differentiable h(x).
For any partition P == {xo, Xl,···, XN-l, XN} of the interval I == [a, b];
Xo == a < Xl < ... < XN-l < XN == b,
any smooth function g(t) on I and s > 0, we put
N-l




~*(g) == sup Vs(P,g) (3)
PEP(g)
where P(g) is the set that consists of all partitions P == {XO, Xl, · · · , XN -1, XN } of the interval I == [a, b]
satisfying
g' (x j) == 0 for j == 1, · · · , N - 1.
We first prove that the total variation V ar(g) of g(x) on I satisfies
Var(g) ~ vt(g)
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(4)
Indeed we show that for any partition P == {xo, Xl,···, XN-l, XN} of the interval I == [a, b], there
exists a partition PE P(g) that satisfies
(5)
Let
Z9 == {x E I I g' (x) == 0 }.
Put Zo == a and we define Yi, Zi (i == 1,···, N) inductively; if Zj (0 ::; j ::; N - 1) is defined, we put,
in the case that
Zg n [Xj, Xj+l] =f 4>,
Yj+l == minZg n [Xj,Xj+l]
Zj+l == max Zg n [Xj, Xj+l]
and in the case that
Yj+l == Zj+l == Zj.
Finally we put
YN+l == b.
We denote by Pthe partition defined by
It follows from the defintion of Yj, Zj that P E P(g). Furthermore we see that the inequality (5) is
valid, that is to say
VI(P,g) ::; Vi(P,g),
which shows that P is a desired partition. By the definition of Zi we see inductively that g'(x) =f 0
on (Zi, Xi) and that, if Xi < Yi+l, g'(x) =f 0 on [Xi,Yi+l) · Hence g'(x) =f 0 on (Zi,Yi+l). Then
J-l
Ig(Zi) - g(Yi+I)/ == L Ig(wj) - g(wj+l)1
j==O
for any partition {wo, WI, • • • ,wJ} of the interval [Zi, Yi+l] and in the case of Yi < Zi we see that
The inequality (5) follows from (6) and (7).






(8 ~ 1) (8)
f(x) = Jh2 (x) + E
with a positive constant c.
1 III 1Proof of (8). Since (fs)' == 8f-;- f', we see that P(fs) == P(f)·
Let P == {xo, Xl,···, XN} be a partition of P(f). If h'(Xi) == 0 (i == 1,2,···, N -1), then P E P(h)
and
Vl(P,f~) = Lf==c/ If~(Xi+l - f~(Xi)1
~ Lf==ollf(xi+l - f(Xi)l~
~ Lf==ol Ih(Xi+l) - h(Xi)l~ = Va(P, h)
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(9)
Next we consider the case where in a partition P = {xo, Xl,···, XN} there exists at least one Xi
(1 ~ i ~ N - 1) satisfying h'(Xi) =I 0 which implies h(Xi) = O. We remark first that since f'(x) =
(h2(x)+c)-~h'(x)h(x), I' (x) = 0 is equivalent to h'(x) = 0 or h(x) = O. Hence for any i = 2"", N-l
We define Yi and Zi-l for 2 ~ i ~ N - 1 by
Yi = max Ii
Zi-l = min Ii.
We put
Yl == {maxIl (II =I ¢)
Xo othrewise
and
_ {min IN-l (IN-l =I ¢)
ZN-l - h ·XN ot reWlse
We note that if h'(Xi) == 0, then Yi = Xi == Zi for 1 ~ i ~ N - 1 and that
Xo = a ~ Yl ~ Xl ~ Zl ~ Y2 ~ ... ~ YN-l ~ XN-l ~ ZN-l ~ XN = b.
We denote by PI the partition given by {xo, Yl, Xl,·· ., XN-l, ZN-l, XN}. Then
By the argument drawing (9),





Ih(Yi) - h(Xi)1 ~ Ih(Yi) - h(Zi)1
Ih(Xi) - h(Zi)1 ~ Ih(Yi) - h(Zi)l·
Therefore
which implies
where P2 is a partition given by {xo, Yl, Zl,···, YN-l, ZN-l, XN}.
By the definition, for Yi, Zi E (a, b), we see
(12)
and
Then we see P2 belongs to P(h). It follows from (10), (11) and (12) that for any P E P(f) there
exists such P2 E P(h) that
from which we get (8).
The following two estimates are given by Colombini, Jannelli and Spagnolol); for 0 < s :::; 1
1
Vs*(g) ~ Ilgllbo,s III
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(13)
and for 1 < s
y,*(g) ~ [Y,*_1(9,)S:1 + 11g'llbo] III~,
where g(x) is twice continuously differentiable. It follows from (4) and (8) that
1
Var(h2 +c)2(k+O)) ~ 2Vk+a (h).
From (13) and (14) we see that for a smooth h(x)
1 k 1·
Vk+a(h) ~ Ilh(k) II~t:: III + L IIh(j) II~tQ III k~Q
j=l
(14)
Then we obtain (1) for a smooth h(x). By the density argument we see that (1) is still valid for any
h(x) in ck,a(I).
Absolute continuity
We show the absolute continuity of Ih(x)11j(k+a). Indeed we see that the derivative of Ih(x)11j(k+a)
in the distribution sense is integrable on I. Since
111(h(x)2 + _)2(k+o) ~ Ih(x)lk+o,
n
uniformly on I, we see that
d 1 1
_(h(x)2 + -) 2(k+o) (15)
dx n
converges to the derivative of Ih(x)11j(k+a) in the distribution sense. While (15) is equal to g~(x) -
g:;(x) where
g;i(x) = max{h(x)h'(x),O}(h(x)2 + ~)2(k~Q)-1
n
g;;(x) = max{-h(x)h'(x),O}(h(x)2 + ~)2(k~Q)-1.
n
We see that g~(x) and g:;(x) are non-decreasing with respect to n. Furthermore (1) implies that
their integrals are uniformly bounded. Then thanks to B. Levi's theorem, we see that g~(x) and
g;(x) converge to integrable functions respectively. Then we see that the derivati~e of Ih(x)11j(k+a)
is intergrable. Therefore we obtain the following;
Theorem For any h(x) E ck,a(I), Ih(x)1 k~Q is absolutely continuous.
We remark that for hj(x) E Ck,a(I) (j == 1,2, ... , N), the norm
-+ 1
Ilh(x)/1 k+o
is also absolutely continuous where
Indeed since
(16)
for 0 < p < 1, we see that
N
IlIh(x)llk~Q - IIh(Y)llk~QI ~ Lllhj(x)lk~Q -lhj(Y)lk~QI.
j=l
Therefore the Theorem above implies the desired conclusion.
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We draw another estimate from (1). For a function h(x) E Ck,O;(I) with k ~ 1, we have for any
8>0
J Ih'(x)1 d C--------::-1- x<I (lh(x)1 + 8)1- k +o -
where the positive constant C is independent of 8 > O.
Indeed from (16), we have, by putting fe(x) == (h(x)2 + c)~ + 6 with c >·0
_1_ 1
Var(fek + o ) ~ Var(f k+o )
where f(x) == (h(x)2 + c)~. It follows from (1) and (18) that
1
Var(fek +o ) ~ C
where the positive constant C dose not depend on c nor on 8. Since
Var(J/~"') = _1_ f fE:k~",-llh'(x)llh(x)~ dx




and fe(x) is increasing with respect to the parameter c > 0, it follow from B. Levi's theorem that
I· fk~O -1 Ih'(x)IIh(x)/1m 1 1
n-too n (h(x)2 + ~)2
converges to some function in L 1(I). Because the number of elements in the set Zm == {x E
I I Ih(x)1 == 0, Ih'(x)/ ~ ~}, where m is a positive integer, is finite, the measure of Z == {x E
I Ilh(x)1 == 0, /h'(x)1 > O} is zero. Hence the limit above is equal almost everywhere to
Ih'(x) I
(lh(x)1 + 8)1- k~o •
Then we obtain the desired estimate (17).
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